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No-confidence move: A
battle for political survival

H

Nasim Ahmed

ypocrisy is the name of the
political game now being played
in the country. Our politics has
always been devoid of morality
but the latest turn in events has
beaten all previous records of political skullduggery and blackmailing for petty short-term
gains at the cost of long-term institutional stability. Principles, scruples and values have been
thrown to the four winds, as every political
group is up for sale, given the right price.
The ongoing political tamasha in the
country is giving democracy a bad name. Since
the announcement of a no-confidence move,
various political parties are busy holding open
and secret negotiations with their allies as well
as their bitter rivals to cotton together new
combinations to derive the maximum advantages for themselves. Every politician is speaking
with a forked tongue as positions are changing
overnight in the hope of driving a better bargain
the next day. From day one, the opposition parties, especially the PML-N and PPP, have been
trying to give the PTI government a hard time
and made no bones about their desire to topple
it at the earliest. They have been joined in
their battle by Maulana Fazlur Rahman of the
JUI, who after his defeat in the last elections,
is desperate to bounce back to power by any
means fair or foul. He is the leading voice of the
opportunistic opposition alliance known as the
Pakistan Democratic Movement and the main
strategist behind the various political moves to
challenge the incumbent government. He has
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organised numerous public meetings and rallies,
including an abortive long march and sit-in in
Islamabad about two years ago.
Every party in the opposition has its
political agenda and its own axe to grind. Their
interests diverge widely but they all agree on
one-point agenda which is to oust Imran Khan
from power. The PML-N and the PPP are sold
on this agenda because they think that they
can save their skin from the ongoing corruption
cases against them only if the PTI government
is toppled. As for Maulana Fazlur Rahman, his
return to the seat of power is possible only after
new elections.
The PTI emerged as the single largest
party in the 2018 elections but did not win a
sufficient number of parliamentary seats to form
a government on its own. Perforce, it had to
seek the cooperation of smaller parties to form
the government at the Centre – the PML-Q
from Punjab, MQM and GDA from Sindh and
BAP from Balochistan. In return the smaller
parties got a share in power, including federal
ministries.
The no-confidence move tabled by
the opposition cannot succeed without the
support of the allies of the PTI government and
that is the game which is now on. The PML-Q
has its eyes long set on the chief minister’s slot
in Punjab and is making a bid for it now that
the PTI government is battling for survival. As
for the MQM, it wants its own pound of flesh.
Reportedly, it has asked for the governorship
of Sindh which is said to have been promised
by the PPP. Politics make strange bedfellows –
an axiom which we are now seeing in practice.

There is no love lost between the PPP and the
MQM in Sindh. The latter has always complained of rough treatment by the ruling PPP
government in Sindh.
But now the two are playing ball. Similar
is the case in Punjab. The PML-N and the
PML-Q are traditional rivals. But reportedly the
PML-N despite being the second largest party
in the provincial assembly has agreed to offer
chief ministership to the smaller party. The PPP
and the PML-N have levelled serious charges
of corruption against each other but for the
moment they have joined hands against their
common tormentor, Imran Khan.
On his part, Imran Khan is also partly
responsible for the trouble he is facing. Not a
politician in the traditional Pakistani mould, he
has not yet learned the art of hypocrisy which
passes for smart politicking in our society. He
is also headstrong and lacks the kind of flexibility necessary for survival in Pakistani politics.
His decision to appoint Usman Buzdar as
Punjab chief minister and keep him on despite
opposition from within the party has disappointed and antagonized many of his closest
companions. It is no secret that not only the
opposition but many of his party men would be
happy to see Buzdar go.
Whether the no-confidence move
succeeds or not is an open question. Maybe,
PTI’s allies ultimately decide not to part ways
but there are reports of some of PTI legislators
in secret and open talks with the opposition
who may vote in favour of the no-confidence
motion. That is the real challenge Imran Khan
faces now. n
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Hoping too much
from textiles

T

Shahid Hussain

he government expects the textile
sector to earn over $20 billion
by 2025, under the new textile
policy. It has announced incentives worth Rs838 billion over the
next five years for the industry after lowering
electricity and gas tariffs. The policy aims to
create jobs and earn more revenue. However,
questions are being raised about the sector’s
ability to perform without critical reforms.
The incentives for the industry are not
new. All past governments had pinned hopes
on the sector to create jobs and revenue. It was
showered with huge incentives in the past,
but it failed to perform and reform itself and
proved to be a black hole of incentives. The
government will form consistent, long-term
policies for the foreseeable future, providing
electricity and gas at low rates to the sector.
The government will extend fiscal incentives
of Rs838 billion to it in the next five years.
Realising the potential of value-addition
in each segment of the textiles and apparel
supply-chain and inherited know-how of
products and markets by the private sector,
the commerce ministry has decided to set the
target of value added and textiles at $20.865
billion, of which $ 16.294 billion will be the
value-added sector and $4.571 billion for the
textile sector.
According to the commerce ministry,
ambitious targets were set and financial commitments of Rs188 billion and Rs65 billion,
respectively, for the first (2009-14) and the
second (2014-19) textile policy were made
by the then governments to achieve them.
However, commitments were not fulfilled and
timely payments were not made in financial
support schemes. Further, funds were not
allocated for public sector development under
infrastructure, vocational training, productivity and compliance-related programmes.
Critics say the new policy will face the same
challenges.
The new textile policy aims to address
shortcomings in the previous policies and a
multi-pronged strategy will be devised to fulfill the commitments. The present government
disbursed Rs97 billion in pending liabilities
of previous governments in two years, while
the two past governments only disbursed
Rs68 billion. The government will revitalise
Pakistan Textile City Limited and Karachi
Garment City Limited. A training programme
ECONOMICS

will be launched, especially on industrial
stitching, and mostly
for women. The
marketing strategy
will be reviewed and
the first ever e-commerce policy is under
implementation in
phases and it would
provide an open
access to textiles and
apparel manufacturers and exporters to
tap available business
opportunities across
the globe. Amazon has already started registering Pakistan manufacturers and exporters,
including textiles.
The policy states that due to high tariffs
on value-added products, domestic manufacturers end up importing more man-made fibres
(MMF) rather than fabric, while countries,
such as Vietnam and Cambodia, import MMF
fabric and export high value-added products.
Tariff rationalization is imperative to ensure
equal distribution of profits and encourage the
industry for investment to improve productivity. As Pakistan is a major supplier of greige/
semi-processed raw materials, there is a need
to make a shift towards value-added products
i.e. garments, made-ups and functional, technical textile products. In the absence of modern
infrastructure facilities, the industry has to
invest in infrastructure-related components,
captive power generation and effluent treatment plants. It needs to be covered through
development of modern textiles and garments
parks.
The textile and apparel sector could not
attract foreign direct investment because of
inconsistent policies, including the exchange
rate, lack of infrastructure facilities and availability of energy at competitive rates. A big
challenge will be to restore the confidence of
international investors by implementation of
the textiles policy in letter and spirit. Pakistan
has recently been able to bag a favorable
deal in the Pak-China Free Trade Agreement
phase-II. Development of the Gwadar Port and
projects under the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) will also provide a launching
pad to attract investment in the textiles and
apparel value-chain.
The major issues of the textiles and apparel value-chain relate to other ministries and

organisations and few subjects have also been
devolved to the provinces. A better collaboration among various stakeholders (government
ministries, organisations and provinces) is
needed for proper implementation of the textiles policy. Moreover, provinces are required
to either offer additional benefits to manufacturers for investment in their respective
provinces or at least provide them a conducive
environment.
A looming challenge is the textiles and
apparel sector demand for the restoration of
a zero-rating regime, and release of delayed
refund payments by the government. It is
crucial if exporters are to enhance capacities
and production. A timely refund mechanism
is essential to address the liquidity crunch of
exporters, otherwise, the government must
restore the zero-rating regime. One of the
important reasons for not fully utilising the
export potential in the textiles and apparel
value-chain is inconsistent policies, especially
in availability and pricing of energy and raw
materials, taxation, refunds and regulatory
regimes. Therefore, the ministry of commerce
will have to ensure that energy prices remain
consistent, regionally competitive and rationalised among provinces.
Experts say the sector was also heavily
incentivised in the past but if failed to reform
itself and deliver. Despite all the money, special financing and tax rates it has received over
the years, it continues to work with the same
outdated machinery, little follow-through on
value-addition, and simply unacceptable levels
of vertical integration. Instead, the government should have looked for ways to transform the sector and make it more adaptable
to the demands of modern day commerce. The
sector will have to come up with an actionable
plan to justify the incentives. n
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Rising debt burden –
An unmet challenge

A

Asim Nisar

ccording to recently released
official figures, foreign borrowing
by the PTI government amounted
to $47.55 billion in 43 months.
This means that the government
has been borrowing well over a billion dollars
per month from foreign sources. A comparison
with previous governments shows that the
PTI government has contracted more external
debt than its predecessors without any visible
improvement in the economic condition of the
common man.
The economic managers of
the present government put the
blame on the PPP and PML-N
governments for the massive
increase in the debt burden and
resorted to the IMF for a bailout
package. This may be partly true
but the stark fact is that despite
heavy borrowing, there is no corresponding increase in economic
growth. The government has not
only failed to fix the country’s
debt problem, but has also made
it significantly worse. In the first
seven months of the fiscal year, the
government has borrowed $12 billion, or 86% of the full-year target
of $14 billion. It may be added here
that the total foreign borrowing
for the previous fiscal year was
$14.3 billion.
An analysis of the latest
figures shows that the Ministry
of Economic Affairs report does
not list the $1 billion tranche of the IMF loan
received in February, or over $1.2 billion in
foreign currency-denominated Naya Pakistan
Certificates, which technically amount to
foreign financing. If we add these up, total borrowing will surpass the full-year target, with
more than three months still to go. Significantly, the amount of the new borrowing — $2.6
billion — is in the form of commercial loans,
which have higher interest rates and collateral
conditions, coupled with shorter repayment
periods. The full year target for commercial
loans is $4.87 billion, meaning that the government may add over $2.2 billion to foreign
loans before the year-end. The government
has also floated bonds with very high interest
6

rates, which may be lucrative to investors, but
will be difficult to repay if revenue growth falls
below a certain level.
To put the latest debt situation in
perspective, a look at the past will be in order.
The total public external debt in June 2013 was
$51.2 billion dollars. The PML-N government
added $25.1 billion and the debt inherited by
the current government was $76 billion. The
present government in its first 40 months
had added 26 billion to the external debt
in comparison with 25 billion added by the
previous government in 63 months (including the period of the interim government).

today this debt stands at 18 trillion. In other
words, the external debt incurred by Pakistan
in its entire history is equal to the external
debt added by the present government in
40 months. Over 35% contribution to this
increase comes from new borrowing, as is evident from the dollar value of debt statistics and
the remaining is due to currency devaluation.
The domestic debt inherited by the PML-N
government was 10.2 trillion rupees and it added 6.7 trillion and left an amount of 16.9 trillion
for the present government. The present
government added 9.8 trillion to it as a result
of which the current level of domestic debt

The total external debt including liabilities
increased by 35 billion dollars in 63 months
of the previous government and by 34 billion
dollars in 40 months of the current government. The exchange rate devalued by 25 rupees
during the previous government. The present
government added 52 rupees per dollar to the
rupee-dollar parity. If we include the effect of
currency devaluation in the debt statistics, we
find that public external debt increased by 4.4
trillion during the PML government and by 8.5
trillion during the present government. The
total external debt and liabilities increased by
5.9 trillion in the previous government and by
11.1 trillion during the current government.
The present government inherited an
amount of 9.4 trillion of external debt, and

stands at 26.7 trillion. The total public debt,
including the domestic and foreign debt, stood
at 14 trillion when the PML-N government
took charge. It added 11 trillion to it, raising it
to 25 trillion. The present government added
further16.5 trillion and the current level of public debt stands at 41.6 trillion.
It is clear that despite tall claims, the
PTI government has signally failed to solve the
debt problem. Worse, it seems to have no plan
to arrest the ongoing upswing in domestic and
foreign debt. Needless to say, for effective debt
management, it is important to encourage foreign investment, increase exports and reduce
the balance of payments deficit. A comprehensive incentives package in this regard is the
need of the hour. n
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Growing environmental
insecurity
Muhammad Hassan

T

hree million people in Pakistan are
affected by natural catastrophes
every year, which is almost 1.6pc of
the total population of the country.
Over 1.2 million people have
migrated from the Indus delta to Karachi in
the past two decades after their livelihood and
living areas were affected by climate change.
According to the United Nations Population
Fund, nearly half of the country’s population will be living in urban cities by 2025. It
highlights how climate change would hurt the
country and its people in the years to come.
In the last few years, dozens of deaths
were caused by extreme weather in Pakistan in
winter, reminding the country and the world
about their inadequate efforts to tackle the
global warming crisis. Experts warn winter and
summer conditions will continue to become
harsher in Pakistan, which is the fifth most
vulnerable country to the effects of climate
change despite producing less than 1pc of the
total greenhouse gas emissions. Two years ago,
some parts of Pakistan remained colder than
most Western countries. Skardu shivered at
-21°C for almost a month. The cold wave broke
a 25-year-old record in the country. Lahore recorded temperatures as low as 2°C, which was
last recorded 35 years ago.
Experts have warned socioeconomic risks
could increase significantly for those living in
urban areas of Pakistan and India by 2050 as
heat waves push up against the limits of human
endurance and survivability. McKinsey Global
Institute said countries with lower per capita
gross domestic product (GDP) rely more on
outdoor work and natural capital, and thus
have less financial means to adapt quickly. The
report warned that hot and humid countries
like Pakistan are expected to become significantly hotter and more humid by 2050. This
would impact workability in urban settings,
and the report expects an average ten-percentage-point loss in annual share of effective
outdoor working hours in heat-exposed regions
between today and 2050.
Poorer regions often have climates that
are closer to physical thresholds, the report
said, adding that as heat gets worse, productivity could tumble. Reliance on outdoor work
could also be severely affected because of heat
waves, as well as increasingly hot and humid
climate. Pakistan’s GDP could be at risk annually with rising temperatures, forcing people
CLIMATE

already at their physical threshold to cut the
number of working hours.
Agriculture, an outdoor sector, has a
significant share in the economy. It contributes
18.5 percent to Pakistan’s GDP, providing employment to 38.5 percent of the national labour
force, but it remains a backward sector of the
economy. The government already recognises
high performing agriculture as key for economic growth and poverty alleviation. The report
suggests sectoral shifts in the national economy
could reduce the impacts of outdoor work on the
GDP, especially in countries like Pakistan. “The
pace of sectoral shifts in national economies will
strongly influence GDP outcomes and drive the
range in the GDP at risk,” the report noted.
The report aims to help inform decision
makers around the world so they can better
assess, adapt to, and mitigate the physical
risks of climate change. It points to the risks in
workability and liveability both, as Bangladesh,
India, and Pakistan, with lower per capita GDP
level were the most affected countries under
the Representative Concentration Pathway
(RCP) 8.5 scenario. Under RCP 8.5, the world’s
average temperature would rise by 4.9 degrees
Celsius. “Under an RCP 8.5 scenario, urban
areas in parts of India and Pakistan could be
the first places in the world to experience heat
waves that exceed the survivability threshold
for a healthy human being, with small regions
projected to experience a more than 60 percent
annual chance of such a heat wave by 2050,” the
report noted.
According to the Geremenwatch 2020
report, more than 526,000 people have died
all over the world and $3.3 trillion losses were
incurred from 1998 to 2018. In this period,

Pakistan’s share was 9,989 deaths and $3.8
billion in losses due to more than 300 extreme
weather events. Pakistan is already fifth on
the Global Climate Risk Index 2020; the list of
nations most affected by climate change. The
ranking shows Pakistan downgrading in terms
of environmental security as the 2018 report
had put Pakistan as the eighth most vulnerable
country. The situation is worsening in Pakistan
as the UNEP Adaptation Gap Report predicts
“increasing impacts and resulting increases in
global adaptation costs by 2030 or 2050 that
will likely be much higher than currently expected: two-to-three times higher than current
global estimates by 2030, and potentially fourto-five times higher by 2050”.
For the past several years, Pakistan has
been facing unusual weather patterns. It experiences baking heat in the summer, excessive
rainfalls or droughts and prolonged spells of
cold wave in the winter. Experts consider the
extreme winter in Pakistan a fallout of the global warming crisis. It is a pity that Pakistan is
one the most vulnerable countries to the effects
of climate change despite producing less than
1pc of the total greenhouse gas emissions. It is
paying the price for the greed of the developed
world. Pakistan was devastated by floods a
decade ago, which caused approximately 2,000
deaths, while millions of others were displaced
from their homes.
The PTI government launched an ambitious “10-billion-tree tsunami” project to tackle
the climate crisis. It needs large-scale measures
to reverse the damage already done. It should
expedite its efforts to minimise the effects of
global change. Challenges are enormous but it
has no option to lose the fight. n
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Unequal global landscape

I

Muhammad Zain

ncome inequality is increasing in the
world. Nearly half of the world’s population lives on less than $2.50 a day. Over
1.3 billion live in extreme poverty — less
than $1.25 a day while the combined
wealth of the world's top ten billionaires is
greater than the total GDP of the 85 poorest
countries on Earth. The world's three richest
people have a combined net worth of $858
billion.
Global spending on defence rose by four
per cent in 2019, the largest growth in 10 years.
The increase alone in US spending from 2018
to 2019, $53.4 billion, was almost as big as
Britain’s entire defence budget. The International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS)
said the rise was fuelled by growing rivalries
between big powers, new military technologies
and rumbling conflicts from Ukraine to Libya.
Beijing’s military modernisation programme,
which includes developing new hard-to-detect
hypersonic missiles, is alarming Washington
and helping drive US defence spending. Its annual “Military Balance” report said both the US
and China had increased spending by 6.6pc, to
$684.6 billion and $181.1 billion respectively.
Europe — driven by ongoing concerns about
Russia — stepped up by 4.2pc, but this only
brought the continent’s defence spending back
to 2008 levels, before the global financial crisis
saw budgets slashed. Elsewhere, spending in
Asia is booming — growing more than 50pc
in a decade, rising from $275 billion in 2010 to
$423b in 2019 in real terms as the continent’s
economic success has allowed countries to
invest more in their militaries.
On the other hand, more than 3 billion
people live on less than $2.50 a day while over
1.3 billion live in extreme poverty. Over 80pc
of the world population lives on less than $10
a day. One billion children worldwide live
in poverty. According to UNICEF, 22,000
children die each day due to poverty. Over 805
million people worldwide do not have enough
food to eat. More than 750 million people
lack adequate access to clean drinking water.
Diarrhea caused by inadequate drinking water,
sanitation, and hand hygiene kills an estimated
842,000 people every year globally, or approximately 2,300 people per day. In 2011, 165
million children under the age 5 were stunted
(reduced rate of growth and development)
due to chronic malnutrition. Oxfam estimates
that it would take $60 billion annually to end
extreme global poverty--that's less than 1/4 the
income of the top 100 richest billionaires.
According to the Daily Mail, the com8

bined wealth of the world's
top ten billionaires is greater
than the total GDP of the 85
poorest countries on Earth.
The world's richest individuals including Jeff Bezos, Bill
Gates and Mark Zuckerberg
have a combined net worth
of $858 billion. Meanwhile,
the 85 smallest economies in
the world have a combined
GDP of just $814 billion,
far behind a small handful
of rich businessmen. Their
cumulative wealth is even higher than the GDP
of developed countries such as Sweden and
Belgium and the oil-exporting powerhouse
of Saudi Arabia. If converted to GDP, the top
ten billionaires' combined $858 billion wealth
would make them the 18th richest country in
the world. The elite club would be wealthier than large regional powers such as Saudi
Arabia, Turkey and Iran and Western nations
including Austria, Sweden and Belgium.
On the other hand, the number of people
unemployed around the world stands at some
188 million. In addition, 165 million people
don’t have enough paid work, and 120 million
have either given up actively searching for
work or otherwise lack access to the labour
market. A UN report on the economy showed
that developed countries are experiencing
slow growth, and some African countries
are stagnating. The consequence is that not
enough new jobs are being created to absorb
the growing labour force as it enters the
market. In addition, many African countries
are experiencing a drop in real incomes and
a rise in poverty. Eradicating poverty is an
important element of the UN’s 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development but, according to
the ILO, moderate or extreme working poverty
– deﬁned as earning less than the equivalent
of $3.20 per day – is expected to edge up in
developing countries.
The World Social Report 2020, published by the UN Department of Economic and
Social Affairs, shows that income inequality
has increased in most developed countries,
and some middle-income countries - including
China, which has the world’s fastest growing
economy. The challenges are underscored by
UN chief António Guterres in the foreword,
in which he states that the world is confronting “the harsh realities of a deeply unequal
global landscape”, in which economic woes,
inequalities and job insecurity have led to
mass protests in both developed and developing countries. The study shows that the

richest one per cent of the population are the
big winners in the changing global economy,
increasing their share of income between 1990
and 2015, while at the other end of the scale,
the bottom 40pc earned less than a quarter of
income in all countries surveyed.
One of the consequences of inequality
within societies, notes the report, is slower
economic growth. In unequal societies, with
wide disparities in areas such as health care
and education, people are more likely to remain
trapped in poverty, across several generations.
Between countries, the difference in average incomes is reducing, with China and other Asian
nations driving growth in the global economy.
Nevertheless, there are still stark differences
between the richest and poorest countries and
regions: the average income in North America,
for example, is 16 times higher than that of
people in Sub-Saharan Africa.
As the UN’s 2020 report on the global economy showed, the climate crisis is
negatively impacting the quality of life, and
vulnerable populations are bearing the brunt
of environmental degradation and extreme
weather events. Climate change, according to
the World Social Report, is making the world’s
poorest countries even poorer, and could
reverse progress made in reducing inequality
among countries. The UN’s 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development, which provides the
blueprint for a better future for people and
the planet, recognizes that major challenges
require internationally coordinated solutions,
and contains concrete and specific targets to
reduce inequality, based on income.
Income disparities and a lack of
opportunities are creating a vicious cycle of
inequality, frustration and discontent among
people across the globe. Governments and
international organisations have a role to play
in levelling the playing field and creating a
fairer world for all. They will have to find a
solution to sharpening inequalities, otherwise
disgruntlement and conflict will rise and affect
all of them. n
DISPARITY

Daesh footprints quite visible
in Pakistan now

T

Raza Khan

he deadly terrorist attack on a
Shiite mosque in Peshawar, which
killed at least 65 worshippers,
not only heralds the return of
terrorism in the terrorism-devastated capital of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
province but also speaks volumes about huge
footprints of the Islamic State (IS) terrorist
group in the country. More than 65 people
were killed when a suicide bomber entered a
grand Shiite mosque in Kocha Risaldar inside
the famous Qissa Khwani Bazaar of Peshawar
when worshippers had gathered for Friday
prayers. Later, IS-Khurasan (IS-K), known by
its regional name Daesh-e-Khurasan, claimed
responsibility for the attack.
As the Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan
(TTP), the largest and strongest terrorist group
of Pakistan, had not claimed responsibility
for the attack, the claim of the IS of conducting the attack seemed quite substantive. The
TTP had also renounced its earlier one-month
ceasefire agreement with the government
in November 2021 and has been launching
terrorist attacks in different parts of Pakistan.
In this situation, the surge in IS-K activities in
Pakistan is an important development, which
is really disturbing. It is important to mention
that the deadly Peshawar attack was the biggest terrorism incident conducted by the IS-K
so far in Pakistan. Why it conducted the attack
at this time is very important to analyze.
The foremost reason for the IS-K to
carry out the terrorist attack in Peshawar was
to send a strong message across the world
of its huge footprint in Pakistan. This has
become important when the Afghan Taliban
captured their entire country on August 15
and they started taking to task IS-K militants
in the length and breadth of their country.
The Afghan Taliban and the IS-K have been
at daggers drawn and even engaged in deadly
fighting in Afghanistan on several occasions
since the emergence of the IS-K there in early
2015. The IS first emerged from nowhere in
Iraq and Syria and thus came to be known as
Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) in 2014
and raised the flag of a so-called global Jihad
trying to replace Al-Qaeda, which became
quite weak due to constant attacks from the
United States and allied forces in Afghanistan.
The IS has been questioning the sincerity and
ideology of the Afghan Taliban and calling
them totally self-motivated and nationalistic
in their struggle for power. When the Afghan
MILITANCY

Taliban returned to power,
they took stringent steps
against the IS-K. As a result
of these measures, many
IS-K militants in Afghanistan have been killed,
several members have been
arrested and many top
leaders relocated. Recently,
some IS-K leaders have also
surrendered to Taliban authorities. In this situation
a large number of IS men
seems to have shifted to
Pakistan. The intelligence
agencies in Pakistan have
discovered that the suicide
attacker, who struck the
Shiite worshippers on
March 4, was an Afghan and lived in Khyber
district of KP province.
After coming under the focus of the
Afghan regime in Afghanistan, IS men no
longer have a free field, particularly in eastern
Afghanistan as it used to be in President
Hamid Karzai and President Ashraf Ghani’s
governments in Kabul. Therefore, militantly-oriented IS men have shifted the theatre of
their activities from Afghanistan to Pakistan.
It is important to note that in the past too, the
IS made several attempts to have a strong presence in Pakistan but it could not succeed. One
important reason has been that the KP police,
particularly its Counterterrorism Department,
conducted effective operations against them.
At one point in time, the KP police had even
claimed to have eliminated IS-K cells in the
province. That was very much true. However,
with the return of the Afghan Taliban to power
in Afghanistan the situation on the ground has
drastically changed.
Consequently, the second reason for
the IS to carry out the huge terrorist attack
in Peshawar was important for the survival
of the group. Every terrorist group is relevant
only when it continues to strike and stages
terrorist attacks. As there has been a decrease
in terrorist attacks from the IS-K in Afghanistan, so far the biggest theatre of its activities
in the region, the group may have decided to
stage some big attacks in Pakistan to keep on
making its presence felt by people and governments. Without these attacks the IS would
become irrelevant. In order to be relevant and
remain on the minds of people, the IS-K seems
to have decided to increase its presence and
attacks in Pakistan. This is a big test case yet

again for the Pakistani security forces and law
enforcement agencies. The deadly terrorist
attack is also a failure of the law enforcement agencies and there is a need to increase
vigilance and coordination among the LEAs,
particularly the intelligence agencies. The National Counterterrorism Authority (NACTA)
needs to be strengthened as its performance so
far leaves a lot to be desired.
Another important reason for the IS-K
to strike the mosque and kill so many innocent
people was the unfolding political crisis in
Pakistan. As the opposition parties in Pakistan
are trying to bring down the government of
Prime Minister Imran Khan, the resultant
political crisis has provided an opportunity to
the IS-K to add to the crisis. Terrorist groups
are always on the look out to take advantage of
a political vacuum and political crisis. In politically stable societies and countries, terrorist
outfits have little to capitalize upon to conduct
and justify their anti-social activities.
Fourthly, as authorities in Pakistan are
trying to re-engage with the TTP, with whom a
long-term ceasefire could not be reached earlier, despite the group’s open flouting of the sovereignty of the state, the IS-K thinks it is the
right time to replace the TTP as the deadliest
and genuine terrorist network in Pakistan. In
case the TTP reaches some kind of a ceasefire
agreement with the government, the IS wants
to fill the terrorist vacuum. So the timing of
the attack on the mosque in Peshawar in this
context is very important.
Keeping in view the reasons for the IS
carrying out terrorist activities in Pakistan,
there are fears of more such deadly attacks
in Pakistan. The obvious victim would be KP
province and its capital, Peshawar. n
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Impart them quality, not
useless education
Rasheed Ali

M

uhammad Ershad was a
lucky child that his father,
a grocery shop owner, admitted him to a government
school for education, though
he had little resources being the head of a big
family. However, it was his bad luck that he
always evinced interest in everything except
his studies.
As corporal punishment was not allowed
in his school, he would spend most of his time
standing on a bench in his classroom as a punishment. However, he was regularly promoted
to the next class, either on the request of his
father, or for the reason that his class in-charge
would not want his "100% result" spoiled by
failing him or any other student.
However, Ershad had to face his first
humiliation when he failed to get passing
marks in six out of total nine subjects in the
matriculation board examination. His two
more attempts as a regular candidate met the
same fate, and he decided to enrol himself in
the Allama Iqbal Open University (AIOU) on
the advice of a "seasoned" student in his area.
In the next two years, Muhammad Ershad had
become a matriculate from the AIOU.
Meanwhile, he met Zubair Alvi Sahib,
the teacher-cum-owner of an academy, situated in the Samanabad area of Lahore, near his
residence. Mr. Alvi was expert, as claimed by
him, in helping each and every student pass,
from matric to master’s, through "selective
studies". Now Muhammad Ershad would
spend most of his time at the academy, helping
Alvi Sahib prepare special notes for students,
and memorising answers of selected questions
"to pass the exams in at least second division",
as his father wanted him to get a "maximum"
education.
In just eight years after passing his matriculation examination, Muhammad Ershad
had secured a master’s degree in political
science, though he did not know the correct
spelling of "political science" in English or
Urdu. Sadly, his dream of opening his own
academy was shattered due to the untimely
death of Alvi Sahib.
Muhammad Ershad started looking for
a job in public and private sectors. After two
or three attempts, he realised that he would
never be able to pass the Punjab Public Service
Commission exam for any officer-grade job. He
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was disappointed and
abandoned the idea of
applying for a government job. After getting
married on the insistence
of his parents, he started
teaching in a private
school and its academy
in the evening. From
both his morning and
evening jobs, he earns
about Rs35,000 a month,
and one can well imagine
how difficult it would be
to make ends meet.
Muhammad
Ershad is a typical
example of a "highly
educated" person in Pakistan. As far as qualifications on paper are concerned, he is a master’s
degree holder, but practically, his capability is
no better than a primary or a middle standard
student on the academic side. One shudders to
imagine what would be the quality of education being given by him to his students. Interestingly, in the academy, he tells his students
how all exams, from matriculation to master’s,
could be passed through "selective studies".
Prof. Dr. Obaidullah, a senior teacher at
the Institute of Education and Research (IER),
University of the Punjab, regrets that our
education system is producing Muhammad Ershads with minimal differences of capabilities.
The system is afflicted with basic problems
and major reforms are needed to improve the
quality of education being provided in the
country, he says in a special talk with Cutting
Edge.
Dr. Obaidullah believes that our educational institutions are producing not men of
letters, but men of money. They are not learned
people with independent thinking and a wide
or constructive outlook on life. Their purpose
for getting an education is not to prepare
themselves for life, but only to secure a job, he
adds.
Dr. Shafqat Parveen, associate professor
at the IER, the University of Peshawar, agrees
with Prof. Obaidullah. She says Pakistan has
failed to develop a uniform education policy.
The country faces huge challenges in enhancing literacy rates, providing education access
to all sections of its population and improving
the quality of education, she tells Cutting Edge
after the seminar. The educationist agrees

with Dr. Obaidullah’s assertion that the public
education system has failed to provide quality
education to students.
Dr. Shafqat Parveen says that teachers'
salaries in the public sector are five times higher compared to private schoolteachers. However, it is the local, independent and empowered
management of the private sector which makes
all the difference. The private sector has fewer
financial resources available compared to the
public sector, but its performance has been
better, as shown in independent surveys.
Alam Ameen Khan, a representative of
the Private Schools Association in Punjab, says
that private school systems can be given the
task of setting up their branches in targeted
areas to admit unenrolled children. In a special
talk with Cutting Edge, he says that provincial
governments should pay the school fees of
identified unenrolled children. The government
can pay the children's fee into the parent's
bank account. The cost to the government of
providing private school fees will be much
lower than building and managing schools in
the short- to medium-term. Private school retention rates are much better than government
schools and the enrolled children will improve
the rate of secondary education, he believes.
Dr. Parveen suggests the government set
up strong and independent provincial education regulators with representatives in all districts. The regulator should assess the quality
of education of each private and public school
against standardised national attainment levels. It should also assess school services such
as clean drinking water, hygiene standards,
children nutrition and sport facilities against
agreed minimum standards. n
EDUCATION

A society fast losing its values
Dr. Fatima Khan

D

o you know, your society is fast
losing its cultural and religious
values, only because of you, the
good, virtuous people? The assertion might offend many, but it is
true to a large extent.
Some Pakistani dramas, and a number of
advertisements, seem to be on the mission of
silently destroying our upcoming generations
morally. They are using very effective psychological weapons, attacking and conquering the
minds of the young generations. Here's a scene
from a Pakistani drama as a case study, which
aptly shows that whatever is being offered to
the young generation is not only violative of
the religious teachings but also against the
moral values of society. (One could find dozens
of more such scenes in our dramas, especially
private productions).
In the drama scene, a young man enters
a room with sweets in his hands. His bhabhi
(sister-in-law), also a young woman, asks him
what the sweets were for? The man tells her
he got a job. She expresses her pleasure and
both embrace each other to celebrate the news.
The man feeds his bhabhi with his own hands.
The young man’s father is also present in the
room, who is ironing his clothes. The visual of
his son embracing his bhabhi upsets the man,
and he objects to the gesture, telling his son
that the woman was his bhabhi, and he would
not tolerate any such silliness in his house. It
angers the young man, and he tells his father
that he was doing nothing wrong and, in fact,
his viewpoint and thinking was wrong.
The bhabhi gives an expression as if she
was shocked to hear her father-in-law’s words,
and with tearful eyes, she leaves the room.
The young man also leaves the room in anger.
Meanwhile, sad background music is played,
and the girl is shown sitting in her room, tears
rolling down her cheeks. Such a gloomy environment is created through all the happenings
and the music as if a great injustice had been
done to the young man and his bhabhi, and
that the father was a very narrow-minded
person and whatever he said was wrong.
Qaiser Ahmed Raja, a psychiatrist
and the chief executive officer at The Skills
Enhancement Academy, UK, however, believes
the opposite. He says that what is being
promoted through such dramas and advertisements is not only against Islamic teachings but
also values of other religions, including Hinduism, Sikhism and Christianity. Pakistan's traditions also don't approve of the 'culture' being
shown and promoted through these dramas.
OPINION

Qaiser Raja says it is generally believed
that the art of any region not only depicts
society and societal norms in its true form,
but also grooms the younger generation. But
regrettably, he adds, some of our dramas are
dehumanising our elders and those believing in
religious and cultural norms.
Michelle Maiese, a faculty at Emmanuel College, Department of Philosophy, and
a philosophical psychologist, defines dehumanisation as “the psychological process of
demonising the enemy, making them seem less
than human and hence not worthy of humane
treatment.” The dehumanisation process renders a person powerless because their dignity
is stripped away and fighting back seems hopeless for them because they lose their self-worth
and pride.
Through such dramas and advertisements, the same treatment is being meted out
to our older generations. Qaiser Raja says the
clip under focus is a classic example of how
evil is mixed with a virtue, so that the evil
doesn’t appear to be an evil, and the virtue
loses its dignity and value. The character of
father (Behroz Sabzwari) has been developed
as a strict and harsh person to dehumanise him
before the drama viewers. Through all this environment and dialogue process, the audience
is made to believe that whatever the father said
was wrong and the young man and his bhabhi
had been mistreated by him.
However, Qaiser Raja believes whatever
was presented in the scene was wrong, not
only in accordance with Islamic teachings
but also Pakistan’s cultural values. Islam has
clearly defined how to live in a joint family, and
what kind of relations should be maintained
among all family members. Embracing of a

bhabhi by a young man is totally forbidden in
Islam. But through such dramas and advertisements, a culture totally opposite to Islamic and
the country’s cultural values is being promoted among the young generation through
drip-feeding, bit by bit but consistently. And
people are unaware of what is happening to
them and how their thought process is being
changed.
This is a matter related to the future
of our next generation. And this must not be
only pointed out, but also set right through
corrective measures at all levels. If not done
right now, when our next generation grows
up, after 20, 25 years, they would have lost the
concept of haram and halal, evil and virtue, and
how parents should be given respect. Whenever any person would tell them anything good
according to religious and cultural values, they
would liken that person to this old man, and
would not listen to what good he was telling
them. These dramas, and such content, would
brainwash the next generations in such a way
that they would see evil as a virtue, and the
virtue as an evil.
Even if at the end of the drama, it is
shown that the father was right and the young
people were wrong, damage would have
already been done, which could be irreversible.
Qaiser Raja believes that not resisting this
moral degradation would be a sheer injustice to our future generations. He suggests
boycotting such dramas and pointing out ads
which are against social and religious norms
and values. Evil doesn’t succeed against virtue
for the reason that it is more powerful, but for
the reason that people believing in virtue stop
challenging evil and taking a stand against it,
he adds. n
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It is hardly surprising the
US stole Afghan money
Sahar Ghumkhor, Anila Daulatzai

O

n February 11, US President Joe
Biden announced the allocation
of $3.5bn belonging to the Afghan
people to cover lawsuits by 9/11
families. Afghanistan’s foreign
currency reserves, which this money is part of,
had been frozen by the US administration since
August 2021, when the Taliban took over Kabul.
The move sent shockwaves far beyond
Afghanistan as the country was thrown into
yet another phase of the American war: the
intentional starvation of the Afghan people.
The range of sentiments expressed by media
commentators and Afghan and non-Afghan “experts” alike vacillated between anger and shock,
horror and surprise. These reactions seemed to
reflect a remarkable insistence, a refusal, to see
the US for what it is – a brutal empire through
and through. When an empire shows you what
it is, believe it.
To be surprised at Biden’s decision to
steal Afghan money is to have been invested in
the image America has sold to the world: that
it is a force for humanitarian good, despite the
decades of destruction, the reign of terror it
operated with impunity, the torture, renditions,
raids, drones, extrajudicial assassinations, and
now the mass starvation of an entire nation. To
be surprised means to believe the great liberal
fantasy that America’s revenge war in Afghanistan was “the good war”. To be surprised means
to exonerate the Empire for its brutal and extended violence in Afghanistan and accept that
it is simply a series of blunders, miscalculations,
unintentional incidents from which there are
“lessons learned”.
The ritual of surprise here is symptomatic
of a delusional attachment to the idea of humanitarianism itself. Faced with the nakedness of
imperial theft, commentators fumbled to explain
the callousness before them. One argument
maintained that Afghans were also victims of
9/11. While acknowledging Afghan suffering, the
argument centred on American injury, locating
Afghan victimhood only in relation to it. It also
ignored the fact that Afghans were victimised
well before 2001, when their country became a
battleground for the Cold War between America and the USSR. The second argument emphasised that no Afghan was involved in the 9/11
attacks. While true, it suggests that if an Afghan
national had been involved, the invasion and
subsequent 20-year brutal occupation of the entire country would have been justified. Instead
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of pleading Afghan innocence, we need to see
this act of imperial robbery within the context
of the US colonial venture in Afghanistan.
To speak of American power is not simply
to document its cruelty abroad, but to understand how its innocence works to return us to
its original wounds, its victim status. It is to
remind us of what and whose injuries ultimately
matter. This is also currently made clear by the
Western world’s military, political and economic support for Ukraine – a white European
nation – against Russia’s ruthless invasion; it
highlights the racial economy of grievability. In
2001, the US Empire launched Operation Enduring Freedom, which was supposed to not only
exact revenge against the Taliban but also bring
“enduring freedom” to the subjugated natives.
Within a few years, success was claimed: democracy was established through elections, millions of girls and women were being educated,
public health was making significant advances
and nation-building was progressing.
Unlike Western Europe after World War
II, which got the Marshall Plan that focused on
reconstruction – of local industries, damaged
infrastructure, etc – Afghanistan got a different
kind of plan, one driven by what analyst Naomi
Klein calls “disaster capitalism”. Afghanistan
was turned into a deregulated zone for corporatisation, privatisation and militarisation, which
invited mobs of Western companies, contractors, NGOs, and “democracy builders” to make
a killing, quite literally. Today, the evidence of

imperial-funded disaster capitalism is here for
all to see. Afghanistan suffers from an aid-dependent economy ruthlessly denied self-sufficiency,
crumbling infrastructure – much of it built with
military operations in mind – ghost projects,
and abandoned or under-resourced schools and
clinics. Under the US occupation, Afghanistan
experienced what Zambian economist Grieve
Chelwa describes as “pop development” – development that does not really develop. An untold
amount of funds went into skateboarding
schools, beauty parlours, micro-loans, and “bullshit jobs” – as American anthropologist David
Graeber called them – for unemployed Afghan
women and men instead of projects that could
have addressed the huge infrastructural damage
and social devastation caused by serial conflicts.
The billions of dollars promised for
“reconstruction” went into the bank accounts
of imperial functionaries and local collaborators
tasked with “rebuilding” Afghanistan – most
making its way back to Empire. “Reconstruction” was the lie that oiled the death machine
of the war on terror, while humanitarianism
and development were the epic grift through
which a military occupation, war economy and
a vampiric aid industry fed off Afghan victimisation. Afghans were duped into taking their
money from under their toshaks (mattresses)
and putting it into a “modern banking system”. Workers were paid through bank-based
electronic transfers, part of the “progress” and
promise of economic modernity.
OPINION

Why is India standing
with Putin’s Russia?

S

Somdeep Sen

ince the beginning of Russia’s all-out
invasion of Ukraine on February 24,
the Indian government, and large
segments of the Indian public, have
firmly been on Putin’s side. Hashtags
like #IStandWithPutin and #istandwithrussia
trended on Indian social media, and the Indian
government demonstrated – perhaps most
notably by refusing to support UN resolutions
condemning the invasion – that it is not willing to jeopardise its strong ties with Russia
over Putin’s actions in Ukraine.
India’s approach to the situation in
Ukraine is hardly surprising or atypical. Since
the establishment of diplomatic ties following India’s independence in 1947, relations
between Moscow and New Delhi have been
shaped by a “high degree of political and strategic trust”. Across the years, Russia and India
routinely took similar stances and supported
each other on contentious international issues.
From the very beginning, Moscow
saw its alliance with India as essential for
offsetting American and Chinese dominance
in Asia. And India always enjoyed the leverage
that support from a major power like Russia
provided in international politics. In 1961,
after India used its military to end Portuguese
colonial sovereignty over Goa, Daman and
Diu, for example, the US, the UK, France,
and Turkey put forth a resolution condemning India and calling upon its government
to withdraw its troops immediately. But the
Soviet Union opposed the proposal. In 1971,
India and the Soviet Union signed the “Treaty
of Peace, Friendship and Co-operation”. The
treaty formalised India’s alliance with what
was then a superpower and arguably ensured
its preeminence in South Asia.
The Soviet Union and later Russia’s
support for India on the issue of Kashmir has
also been unrelenting and politically significant. In 1955, declaring support for Indian
sovereignty over Kashmir, Soviet leader Nikita
Khrushchev said, “We are so near that if ever
you call us from the mountain tops we will
appear at your side.” Since then, Moscow has
been a bulwark against international intervention in Kashmir. The Soviet Union vetoed UN
Security Council resolutions in 1957, 1962 and
1971 that called for international intervention
in Kashmir, insisting that it is a bilateral issue
that needs to be solved through negotiations
between India and Pakistan. And it took a
OPINION

similar stance on the Indo-Pak conflict in
general. Such a stance was appreciated across
the political spectrum in India.
In 2000, Russia’s President Vladimir Putin and then Prime Minister Vajpayee signed
a “Declaration of Strategic Partnership”. In
2010, marking a decade of this strategic partnership, both countries signed the “Special
and Strategic Partnership”. As part of this
special partnership, Russia reaffirmed its
pro-India stance on Kashmir. In 2019, when
India scrapped Article 370 of its constitution
that gave Jammu and Kashmir special status,
the Modi government faced severe criticism
in the international arena, but Russia once
again deemed this to be an “internal matter”
for India.
The relationship between Russia and
India, however, is not dependent only on UN
vetoes and favourable political statements.
The decades-old Indo-Russian alliance is also
underpinned by a long history of bilateral
collaboration on economic and strategic
issues. The Soviet Union was India’s largest
trading partner until its collapse. Soviet economic contributions and technical know-how
were essential in the establishment of India’s
domestic industries, including oil and gas and
mining. The Soviet Union also helped ensure
India’s energy security. The first Indian citizen
to travel to space, Rakesh Sharma, had done
so through the Soviet Union’s Intekosmos
programme.
Of course, the most enduring aspect of
the Indo-Russian ties has been the military
cooperation between the two countries.
The Soviet Union is said to have supplied
India during the years with enough military
hardware to equip several fleets. This has
included “aircraft carriers, tanks, guns, fighter
jets, and missiles”. The Soviet Union was also
central to the creation of the Indian navy and,
in the 1980s, it even leased a nuclear-powered
submarine to India. This Soviet-era legacy has
persisted post-1991. Russian-origin weapons
are believed to account for 60 to 85 percent of
the hardware of the Indian armed forces today.
According to the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, Russia was
the second-largest global arms exporter to
India between 2016 and 2020. As its largest importer, India received 23 percent of
Russian hardware. Admittedly, compared
with 2011-2015, exports to India dropped by
53 percent. However, there are several recent
deals in the works. This includes a deal to buy

state-of-the-art air defence systems, a Russian
proposal to build AIP-powered conventional
submarines, as well as a plan to lease two
Russian nuclear-ballistic submarines.
In light of this long history of strong
diplomatic, military, cultural and economic
ties, it is hardly surprising that the Indian
government and the public at large, chose to
stand with Russia as it faced condemnation
from the international community. India
wants to maintain a positive relationship with
Russia because it needs Moscow’s support
in resolving its territorial conflicts with its
neighbours, especially China. It also wants to
continue to enjoy economic and military support from Russia. Furthermore, as Russia repeatedly supported India at the UN on issues
like Kashmir, many Indians feel as if it is now
their turn to return the favour. Maintaining
support for Russia is not going to be easy for
India in the coming weeks and months – especially as Moscow, facing crippling sanctions,
comes closer to officially becoming a pariah
state. India, however, is experienced in maintaining a needs-based partnership with pariah
states. It did so with Iran, for example, despite
mounting pressure from the US. Furthermore,
under Modi’s leadership, India cultivated
strong relationships with other authoritarian
leaders like Putin, who had received much
criticism from the international community
because of their rhetoric and actions, on issues
like human rights, democracy and migration,
in recent years. Modi famously enjoyed a “bromance” with populist right-wing US President
Donald Trump. Under Israel’s far-right leader
Benjamin Netanyahu, Israel laid the foundations for a robust economic and strategic
alliance with India. In 2020, Brazil’s far-right
President Jair Bolsonaro was a guest of honour
at India’s annual Republic Day celebration in
New Delhi.
But all this does not mean India will
maintain its support for Russia whatever it
does. In recent years, New Delhi has been
rapidly strengthening its ties with the West,
and it may soon become too costly for it to
maintain its traditional ties with Moscow.
Indeed, if Russia fails to score a decisive
victory in Ukraine, or struggles to maintain its
economic and military influence in Asia due
to sanctions, the Indian government may feel
the need to reassess its stance on Putin. But, at
least for now, no one should be at all surprised
that India is “standing with Russia” and “supporting Putin” n
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Occupational hazards

Every year there are boiler explosions in various
factories across the country, killing many and
leaving scores of others injured. There are several
cases, particularly in small towns and industrial
areas, that are never even reported.
According to the joint estimates of the
International Labour Organisation (ILO) and
the World Health Organisation (WHO), almost
two million persons die globally every year due
to work-related causes. This translates into some
5,500 deaths every day, or over three deaths
every single minute. As many as 65 per cent of
these deaths occur in Asia where there are gross
violations of the national and international rules,
regulations and practices related to occupational
safety and health. In Pakistan, the conditions are
worse. Most of the 62 million employed workforce, including women and children, happen
to be poor, illiterate and semi-trained, and thus
exposed to various occupational hazards. The
working conditions and environment in most of
the workplaces are sub-standard and there is no
concept of taking preventive measures to protect
the life and health of workers.Pakistan has a
history of industrial accidents due to poor infrastructure, lack of safety standards, and laxity on
the part of law-enforcing agencies. There is no
record-keeping and data collection of accidents
and incidents in the unorganised sector that
mostly go unreported. The sector, mind you, employs two-third of the total non-farm workforce.
The work culture inhibits the labourers from
taking safety precautions, like using protective
clothing and equipment, when made available
at the premises, and disseminating information
about diseases they may acquire at the workplace. Thus, practically no reliable statistics are
available at the national level regarding work-related accidents, injuries, and diseases, whereas
thousands of workers are routinely forced to
work daily in hazardous conditions. The range
and scope of occupational safety and health
covers all the industrial, commercial, agricultural, and service sectors, utilities, manufacturing,
transport/communications, hotels/restaurants,
mining/quarrying, construction, the SMEs, etc.
Nonetheless, the high-risk areas relate to the
manufacturing, mining, power generation and
transmission, and construction sectors. Major
industries, like textile, leather, paper, metal,
rubber, fertiliser, paint, cement, plastic, and
ceramics, generate significant environmental
hazards, and resultantly cause illnesses and
injuries not only to the workers but also to the
general public.
Work-related diseases range from
tuberculosis in mine workers to carpal tunnel
syndrome in computer users. The common
diseases are asthma, skin disease, allergies, and
stress-related illnesses. Work-related cancer
has also been observed in various cases, which
results from the unsafe use of chemicals and radioactive materials. Traumatic injuries relate to
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the electrical and construction industry, whereas muscoskeletal disorders result due to manual
lifting and logging operations. Disabilities related to machine operations are common. The use,
handling of or exposure to asphalt, bitumen and
mineral oil is injurious to health. Shipbreaking,
fisheries, agriculture and forestry are considered
high-risk sectors, but are not given recognition
as such. In recent times, an increasing emphasis
has been placed worldwide on addressing the
issues related to the promotion of basic human
rights, social justice and improvement in labour
conditions. Consequently, the promotion of
occupational safety and health has assumed
greater relevance and significance. As a result,
various governments are taking measures to ensure safe and healthy conditions for the workers
through legislation, infrastructure development,
institutional mechanisms and capacity-building.
In Pakistan, the government, the employers
and society at large remain insensitive to the
major problems of safety and health. The only
exception is perhaps those engaged in oil and gas
exploration and production activities. Pakistan’s
current laws on the subject are obsolete and do
not conform to the modern international practices. Also, the numerous laws on occupational
safety and health at federal and provincial levels,
instead of a single comprehensive law, result in
numerous anomalies and loopholes.
Hussain Ahmad Siddiqui
Islamabad

Law and order

One is baffled at the rising incidents of street
crimes in Karachi despite the presence of police
and paramilitary Rangers. The state of lawlessness in the city is giving the citizens sleepless
nights, while the rulers find it appropriate to
turn a blind eye to the happenings and get on
with their lives as if nothing wrong is happening under their watch. Anti-social elements are
actually ruling the city. The silence of the federal
government to the growing sense of insecurity
in the city is just as intriguing. It must act now if
it is serious about doing anything in this critical
guard. The chief justice may also consider taking
suo motu notice of the fast worsening law and
order situation as the lives and property of the
citizens are guaranteed under the Constitution
and the existing situation is a violation of the
basic rights of the people of Karachi.
Huma Arif
Karachi

The Sibi show

The horse and cattle show of Sibi, commonly
known as Sibi Mela, is a historic event which
has evolved since its beginning in 1885. The
Mela provides a great opportunity for people to
get together and mix up business with leisure.
The staff of the Livestock and Dairy Development Department as well tribesmen from across
the country come to Sibi with their wonderful
animals. The whole event revolves around

animals and breeds, but the focus remains on
the Bhagnari that is the heaviest cattle breed
in the country. The Sibi Mela holds a deep
cultural, social and economic significance. It
is a one-of-a-kind event which can be a great
attraction for tourists. The newly established
Mir Chaker Rind University in Sibi can play
a role by holding international conferences on
agriculture, livestock, culture and literature
during the annual festival. Also, the inclusion of
camel caravan trips to the historic Bolan Pass
and the archaeological wonder of Mehr Garh
can add a lot of gloss to the event. The federal
and provincial governments should work in
tandem to make the festival more attractive,
action-packed and lively even for the foreigners. Also, the high and mighty of the land must
spare some time to attend the event just as the
Quaid-i-Azam did in 1948.
Prof Illahi Bakhsh Marghazani
Uthal

Playing with life

Ayesha, 19, a student of Karachi University,
who was travelling with her father, fell on the
road from the motorcycle, and a water tanker,
which was coming from behind, ran her over.
I have no idea what might have cause the fall
of the ill-fated girl, but I do wish to share my
general observation that women sitting on
the motorcycle tend to be less attentive about
their own safety than they should. One can fall
down from a motorcycle while busy in, say,
chatting on a mobile phone.
Munawar Hameed Mangalwala
Karachi

Shahdara flyover

Shahdara is a historical town that connects
Lahore with many cities in different directions,
such as Gujranwala, Gujrat, Jhelum, Sheikhupura, Faisalabad, Narowal and Sialkot. It is a
gateway to Lahore which has been neglected
by governments for the last many years. The
town remains in the grip of massive traffic jams
almost at all times. Governments in the past
had approved the Shahdara flyover project to
improve the traffic flow, but none of them ever
worked sincerely to resolve the issue. More
than a million people pass through this town
daily, and the number increases during winters
because of frequent motorway closures owing
to fog. Due to traffic issues, ambulances remain
stuck for hours and many patients die on the
way to hospitals. The residents of Shahdara
deserve the attention of the provincial government in terms of ending the discrimination the
smaller towns face compared to the big cities
when it comes to development schemes. The
authorities concerned must start the Shahdara
flyover project at the earliest as this project is
already approved by the government.
Dr Raheel Yasin
Penang, Malaysia
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Even a little light in your
bedroom could harm health
Magazine Report

People who sleep with a light on
may be unwittingly keeping their
nervous system awake, a small study
suggests. The study of 20 healthy
adults found that just one night of
sleeping with the lights on spurred
changes in people’s functioning:
Their heart rates stayed higher during sleep compared to a night with
lights off. And, by the next morning, they were churning out more insulin
— a hormone that regulates blood sugar. The effects were not dramatic.
But it’s plausible that small effects, night after night, could ultimately
affect a person’s health, said senior researcher Dr. Phyllis Zee. “This study
doesn’t prove that, and we need more research to look at chronicity,”
said Zee, chief of sleep medicine at Northwestern University Feinberg
School of Medicine, in Chicago. But in the meantime, she said, there’s
little downside to dimming the lights before going to sleep. “I don’t think
people need to sleep in total darkness,” Zee said. Even our technology-free
ancestors were exposed to moonlight, she noted. So if you need a nightlight for safety, Zee said, that’s fine. Just make it less bright, and place it
closer to the floor. A light on the red/amber end of the spectrum is better
than white or blue light, Zee added, because it is less stimulating for the
brain. It’s well known that people need exposure to sunlight during the
day, and darkness at night, to keep the body’s circadian rhythms running
optimally. Those rhythms, which are like 24-hour internal clocks, help
regulate processes throughout the body — including sleep, metabolism
and hormone release. But modern humans are exposed to all kinds of
artificial light at night, and research has been pointing to the pitfalls. Exposure to blue light from glowing devices may be especially problematic:
It suppresses the body’s release of the sleep hormone melatonin, making
us feel more alert when we should be unwinding.

A new saber-toothed
mammal was among the
first hypercarnivores
Sofia Quaglia

Nearly 42 million years ago, a fearsome
bobcat-sized creature prowled the forests
of what is now San Diego. Unlike most
animals at the time, it was a hypercarnivore, built to eat meat and almost only
meat. Meet Diegoaelurus vanvalkenburghae — a newly identified species of
the mysterious and now-extinct Machaeroidine family, thought to be the
first mammals with saberlike fangs and sharp slicing teeth. Until now,
only about a dozen other Machaeroidine fossils have been described,
most from Wyoming but a few from Asia. Paleontologists identified this
new predator, described in PeerJ, thanks to a 71-millimeter-long lower
jawbone with teeth that was originally found in a San Diego County fossil
bed. The fossil gives away that the creature had long saberlike canine
teeth because the bony chin is downturned, to protect the fangs, and
there is a gap in the lower teeth to fit them, says Ashley Poust, a paleontologist at the San Diego Natural History Museum. The canines themselves weren’t recovered. “Those big fangs were either used to bite into
the throat of the prey or were used to rip and tear the flesh,” Poust says.
“This fossil, in particular, helps us understand what the whole food web
would’ve looked like.
ROUNDUP

This is the first picture
of a sunlike star with
multiple exoplanets
Lisa Grossman

For the first time, an exoplanet
family around a sunlike star has
had its portrait taken. Astronomers used the Very Large Telescope in Chile to snap a photo
of two giant planets orbiting a
young star with about the same mass as the sun, researchers report
in The Astrophysical Journal Letters.
The star, called TYC 8998-760-1, is about 300 light-years away
in the constellation Musca. At just 17 million years old, the planetary
family is a youngster compared with the 4-billion-year-old solar
system. Although astronomers have found thousands of exoplanets,
most aren’t observed directly. Instead they are spotted as shadows
crossing in front of their stars, or inferred as unseen forces tugging
at their stars. Only a few tens of planets have been photographed
around other stars, and just two of those stars have more than one
planet. Neither is sunlike, says astronomer Alexander Bohn of Leiden
University in the Netherlands — one is more massive than the sun,
the other less massive. Both of this star’s planets are unlike anything
seen in the solar system. The inner planet, a giant weighing 14 times
the mass of Jupiter, is 160 times farther from its star than Earth is
from the sun. The outer one weighs six times Jupiter’s mass and
orbits at twice its sibling’s distance. In comparison, the Voyager 1
spacecraft, which flew past the boundary marking the sun’s magnetic influence and into interstellar space in 2012, is still closer to the
sun than either planet is to its star.

Sickness lingers in 1 in 4 kids
who got COVID with symptoms
Carolyn Crist

A quarter of children and teens
who contract COVID-19 and
have symptoms develop lingering
problems, according to a new
preprint study. The long-term
issues were wide-ranging and
were like long COVID symptoms seen in adults, such as fatigue,
sleep disorders, breathing issues, heart issues, and gastrointestinal
problems. “Children and adolescents also have physical and mental
health consequences derived from COVID-19,” Sonia Villapol, PhD,
the senior study author and a neuroscientist at Houston Medical
Research Institute, told Reuters. “Identifying the main signs and
symptoms of pediatric long COVID can help diagnose, develop better
treatments, create multidisciplinary teams for optimal clinical management, and find risk factors for prevention,” she said. Villapol and
researchers from the U.S., Mexico, and Sweden pooled data from 21
previous studies done in Europe, Asia, Australia, and South America
to estimate the how many patients under 18 got long COVID and
identify the most common symptoms. Among more than 80,000 children and adolescents with COVID-19, 25% got symptoms that lasted
for at least 4 to 12 weeks or new persistent symptoms that appeared
within 12 weeks. Long COVID appeared in more than 29% of the
hospitalized patients. Children who had severe COVID-19, obesity,
allergy-related diseases, or other long-term health conditions were
more likely to get long COVID.
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